Motorcycle power distribution module

This makes it easier to manage the wiring and connections for accessories like auxiliary lights,
horns, radios and more. With only two small indicator LEDs on its face, the whole system looks
and should be tough enough to resist all sorts of wear and tear, bumps and jumps. Fused and
solid-state power distribution systems for motorcycle accessories have been around for a long
time. And many motorcyclists have taken advantage of their features, which can be either
simple or complex. So there are many choices in power distribution systems, with small
ruggedized weatherproof forms and distributed leads, modular connectors or direct connection
strips. This can make installing and managing your motorcycle accessories a simpler and more
reliable thing â€” good objectives, right? This can be done with a desktop or mobile app, with
connectivity provided by a USB cable or wirelessly using Bluetooth or even WiFi. Wired or
wireless management of the power distribution management system provides flexibility and
versatility. It allows any or all system features to be exploited fully for effective utilization and
best return on the investment. The Power Hub1 was developed in response to queries from
customers who were looking for a good basic power distribution system. And since
webBikeWorld has been a leader in reviewing motorcycle power distribution systems of all
types, INNOVV asked us to participate in the development of the Power Hub1, for which we
provided feedback. The shutdown procedure is pretty much the reverse; a ten second delay
indicated by the flashing Blue LED, then shutdown of the system, with power cut off connected
accessories. The most noticeable feature of the Power Hub1 is the black sealed box or module
that houses and definitely protects the electronics. Measuring With a power rating capacity of
40A, the Power Hub 1 has a sealed main harness that includes five mini-fused power output
leads for connecting your accessories. Each connection is rated for 5A to 15A observing the
40A overall system maximum and electronic protection is provided by the solid state
electronics inside the Hub1 module. The Hub1 also features a ten-second power-up and
power-off delay that kicks in when the ignition is turned on or off. The sturdy sealed nine-wire
harness grouping exits the Hub1 with the wires ordered, in the photo from bottom to top, by
input and output functions. One red Posi-Tap is also included to connect for the yellow wire to a
switched power circuit on the bike. This starts the Hub1 when the ignition is turned on. The
printed side of the Power Hub1 module includes product identification markings and two small
round LEDs on the left side. Once the Hub1 is installed, when the power is turned on the upper
red LED flashes once, then goes out, unless there is a fault, in which case it remains lit. The
lower blue LED has two conditions: flashing for ten seconds on start-up or shutdown; and, solid
blue when the system has been activated. The Power Hub1 has more of a square shape and this
profile might just take a little more planning regarding installation. The Hub1 can be mounted in
any orientation, as long as you can find a suitable mounting location somewhere on the bike.
Also, locations in the fairing or even in a storage pocket can be used, which I considered as one
of the options for the BMW C Sport installation detailed below. Where space or clearances are
very limited, using a system with a direct connection strip of some sort can be an advantage.
But for other applications, an integrated distribution harness as used on the Hub1 works just
fine. Then the five output leads off the distribution harness can be kept together or routed on
separate paths depending on requirements. Ground wires for your various connected
accessories can be made to an appropriate frame point on the motorcycle. But for lots of
reasons I prefer using a common ground lead or buss, which is provided for on the Hub1.
Again, you can add multiple Posi-Taps not included in the kit to the Hub1 black ground wire or
use various frame mounting points as a ground for your accessories. If you use a local frame
ground connection for the accessory, it avoids having to run a separate ground wire from the
accessory back to the Hub1. But with multiple accessories each using their own ground, tracing
electrical faults can be more difficult whereas a common ground point can simplify
troubleshooting. This will provide the option of adding more length to the red and black input
wires using a Posi-Lock if a longer connection is necessary. Also, 5 short black wires will also
be added to the kit to be used for adding to the common ground wire if needed. This can be an
advantage over one of the more modular power distribution systems that may require ongoing
access for configuration or fuse replacement purposes. The in-line fuse modules are located
close to the module itself, again for all the right electrical reasons. An accessory power lead can
be extended by cutting it above the fuse holder, then extending the wire using a Posi-Lock
connector. The portion of the wire that was cut and which has the inline fuse can then be
spliced on to the wire extension. On the scooter, the right side fairing panel can be quickly
removed to reveal the battery, related electrical components, the air cleaner and other things. I
then found a suitable spot to mount the Hub1 on the left side of the High Current Relay, which is
attached to the left side of the battery box. While 3M Dual-Lock or 3M double-sided adhesive
would be more than enough to secure the Hub1 to the relay housing, I wanted to provide a bit of
separation and air flow. After installation, I made a final check of all work, followed by turning

on the ignition and waiting ten seconds for the Hub1 to activate, which revealed that all circuits
were up and running. The switch will manage a small set of generic round LED modules
mounted on the lower front fender mounts. After the Hub1 is installed with the circuits properly
fused, of course , it is just a matter of turning on the ignition and waiting the ten seconds for the
Hub1 to turn itself on and power up the circuits. Starting the bike with the Power Hub1 installed
raises an observation that is a recommendation for the product. It prevents the system from
powering up before on-board routines are finished and ensuring a power-good environment
before accessories are powered. However, with some motorcycles, the fixed ten second default
may not be enough to allow CAN bus or other controller-based boot-up routines to finish. Also,
if the engine is not physically started within another fixed or selectable period like seconds , the
Hub1 could be programmed to shut itself down. It provides stable switched 12VDC power via
five mini-fused circuits with a total capacity of 40A for installed electrical accessories. With all
of the accessories now typically installed on a modern motorcycle, the market has provided
several choices for power distribution systems. Within that range of choices, you should be
able to find the just right product to satisfy your needs. For the basic needs of typical
motorcycle electrical farkling, the Power Hub 1 looks like it fits the bill very nicely. The
always-on circuits are useful for alarm systems, for DIN ports that you may also use for hooking
up a smart charger something I do , as well as some other purposes. In any case, nice review
â€” clear and helpful â€” of what looks like a nice product. About the author Rick K. Also the
order fulfillment process is all-slow-boat-all-the-time. The thing did show up after 15 days as
they said. Your email address will not be published. Sign Up Today Get all the best motorcycle
news, reviews and deals delivered to your inbox weekly. Up to 5 different accessories can be
connected to the fused power wires. Connect a wire from the Hub1 to the battery and one to the
ground. Then connect the yellow wire from the Hub1 to a switched power source. Total capacity
is rated at 40A. Black - 12AWG wire, 47 cm These are the power leads for up to 5 accessories.
Power Hub1 input connections. Power Hub1 output connections. The accessory power wires
can be cut and spliced with Posi-Locks if necessary. Power Hub1 size comparison. Final
installation location on the BMW scooter. All rights reserved. Product specifications, features
and details may change or differ from our descriptions. Always check before purchasing. Read
the Terms and Conditions! Comments are ordered from most recent to oldest. Riding Skills and
Safety. Motorcycle History. Motorcycle Clothing Reviews. Motorcycle Helmet Reviews.
Motorcycle Accessory Reviews. Motorcycle Intercom Reviews. About the author. December 30,
Leave a reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Model Year Motorcycles.
Find A Product Search for:. Reliable and unbiased advice here. Make Smart Decisions Product
Buying Guides In-depth guides to help riders understand what to look for, how to weigh options
and make good buying decisions. This website uses cookies to ensure you get the best
experience on our website. By continuing to use this site you agree to these cookies. Learn
More. Okay, thanks. For example, we now have many different and wonderful electronic
gadgets, toys and accessories for the modern motorcycle. Some of these power distribution
systems are designed specifically for motorcycles and they work well for what they do. But
most of them do not or can not provide the voltage-reduced outputs required by modern
electronic gear such as USB devices, radios, Bluetooth helmet systems and radar detectors, to
name a few. Work-arounds do exist to help the rider manage these diverse power requirements,
but too many solutions are third-party adaptations that typically result in the user ending up
with a bevy of specialized adapters, converters, relays and harnesses. The devices that the
system can manage include everything from heated clothing to radios to MP3 players, GPS
systems, Bluetooth intercoms and more. Power Distribution Module The Dispatch 1 system
consists of two separate modules. The first module is the power distribution module, to which
all of your electrical devices can be connected. The power distribution module is mounted
remotely, either under the seat, in the tail section or other location on the motorcycle. The
Dispatch 1 power distribution system also provides continuous power to USB or other
rechargeable devices. This includes electronics like an MP3 player, an iPhone, iPod, Droid or a
GPS unit, eliminating the issue about the batteries on those portable devices discharging at an
inopportune moment or recharging them during a trip. Controller Module The second half of the
Dispatch 1 system is the controller module. This portability also means that the controller
module can be used on more than one motorcycle. For example, if you own two motorcycles, a
separate power distribution module can be purchased and mounted in the second bike. Then
the single controller module can be easily moved from one bike to the next to control the
devices. Sounds interesting, right? And all of these require either a consistent power source or
a method for recharging at some point in time. Years ago, before spare electrical outlets or
accessory connectors were commonplace on motorcycles, the usual home-brewed solution for
adding a louder horn or an auxiliary light set was to wire it all into a hot lead somewhere on the

bike. That was with or without a relay of some sort and usually without due regard for power
consumption requirements and battery output capacity. Moving forward in time, frustrated
users began to develop solutions, such as multi-terminal connection blocks, power distribution
hubs or switched fuse panels, along with a pre-requisite relay here and there for switching
purposes. Some newer power distribution devices may even take advantage of solid-state
electronics to provide efficiencies and may even eliminate the need for relays. Demand being
what it is, these solutions have evolved into commercially viable products, with varying names,
features and prices. The availability of these power distribution systems allow the motorcyclist
to further enhance and expand their riding comfort, environment and experiences by adding
toys, gizmos, gadgets and accessories. As an early adopter, I embrace innovation and
technology. And as a long-time avid motorcyclist, I welcome the change innovation and
technology has brought. But, I have also been frustrated over the lack of effort from the
motorcycle industry in supporting the technologies that many of us now use or want to use. A
specific example that clearly illustrates this issue is the matter of charging a USB-based device.
And how many of these same systems provide dynamic switching and management of their
circuits, without some physical switching of fuses or the use of cumbersome relays and bulky
harnesses? Rhetorical questions, to be sure â€” because we all know the answers. And so, as
we start a new year, there is new player, Arboreal Systems of Berkeley California, with a new
solution: the Dispatch 1 Power Management System, the subject of this review. The company,
based in Berkeley, California, states that they were founded to design and manufacture a better
solution to the accessory power provision and management problem so familiar to
motorcyclists â€” like me. While admittedly more complicated in some aspects than a simple
switched circuit system, the Dispatch 1 is also far more capable. Providing switched and
un-switched power of varying voltages to multiple devices might seem more evolutionary than
revolutionary, but trust me, the revolution is here and this system provides a wakeup call.
Unlike other single-module power distribution systems, the Dispatch 1 system consists of two
primary components: a distribution module and a controller module. Both are linked together
wirelessly. The two form a system that provides electrical power, power distribution and
management of the connected devices. The distribution module of the Dispatch 1 system is the
functional wired powered interface that provides the connections and the different voltage
outputs for up to 10 different connected accessories. The second half of the Dispatch 1 system
is the controller module. It can be considered as the management console for rider input, to
control all of the devices connected to the power distribution module. Using a clean-sheet
design approach, robustness and quality were apparently the goals in designing the Dispatch 1
system, with the use of A solid-state components for circuits that are actually rated at no more
than 15A and a robust multi-layered circuit board implementation. Each module has its own bit
processor running at 16 MIPS with 64Kb of program memory â€” lots of overhead and power to
handle additional tasks. The multi-layered circuit board approach used for the Dispatch 1
electronics manages the electrical switching needs for attached gear. This eliminates the need
for inividual relays for powered items, such as lights, heated gear or radios. Some of the
features and advantages that are claimed by Aboreal Systems for the Dispatch 1 system
include:. It can be mounted on a RAM mount on the handlebar or it can be placed in a fairing
pocket or tank bag. It is not wired directly to the power distribution module; instead, it uses a
wireless connection for communications detailed below. The rectangular shape measures in at
4. My first impression upon handling the controller module was very positive; it fits nicely in the
hand; it feels solid and it is well finished with a good tactile feel i. The controller module, as the
user interface component of the system, features an easy-to-read LCD that is backlit with a
polarized transflective panel that is viewable under all lighting conditions. The soft-touch
membrane keyboard is completely sealed, UV-coated and its switches are rated for a life in
excess of one million cycles â€” heavy duty stuff. The controller module is an extremely
well-sealed and shock resistant component, built for the long haul. The Arboreal Systems
website documents its construct and ability to withstand the elements. The module uses a
heavy duty sealed display component. The module sections fit very tightly thanks to close-fit
tolerances, a large O-ring seal and compression from six security screws. The module has
stood up to everything thrown at it so far â€” driving rain while riding, sitting outside in the cold
with freezing rain and up here in below freezing temps. I think it will stand up to the elements
quite well. Longer term updates will be posted. These would be removed to replace the four AA
batteries that provide power for the module. Based on component efficiencies, including the
very low power requirements of the ZigBee radio used for the wireless communications more
on this below , battery life should be in the order of months â€” all dependent on the amount of
usage, of course. Although the controller module can be mounted via a RAM mount for direct
viewing and safe access, it communicates to the power distribution module via the wireless

ZigBee connection. Just remember â€” like Bluetooth helmet and other wireless systems, it is a
radio device, so low power radiation is present when the controller is switched on. The Dispatch
1 controller module described in the previous section is the user interface and the display. The
second half of the Dispatch 1 system is the power distribution module; in fact, it is the core of
the Dispatch 1 system. It is mounted remotely on the motorcycle and it serves as the electrically
powered hub to which all of the electric and electronic accessories are connected. The USB 1.
The nominal unit load under USB 2. For information purposes, the USB 3. For specific battery
charging purposes, the USB 2. For dedicated charging ports, as used on the Dispatch 1, a
maximum of 1. The Dispatch 1 controller module communicates with the power distribution
module through a wireless connection. The power distribution module then executes the
command and logic instructions, providing individual switched and dynamic output power to
the various connected accessories. It is a rectangular black plastic casing with a close- fitting
sealed cover. Overall measurements are 5. On one side of the power distribution module there
are six recessed 2. The U2 and U1 connections are typically used as 10 to 15 ampere A circuits
for dedicated accessory lighting and other higher wattage devices. Each of the H1 to H4 outputs
on the Dispatch 1 power distribution module have 32 linear steps, ranging from trickle to full
output to control your heated clothing. It uses a highly efficient state-of-the-art pulsed width
modulation PWM technology to provide this fine-grained level power management. Additionally,
when set to percent output, these same ports can also be used as extra higher wattage outputs,
like the switched U2 and U1 ports. The opposite side of the distribution module box reveals the
positive, negative and trigger leads, along with a single RJ11 port, three smart USB Type A
ports and the ambient air temperature sensor lead. The RJ11 port provides a power interface for
many popular radar detection systems, such as the Valentine One, Escort and others. The three
smart USB circuits in the Dispatch 1 power distribution module will automatically reset if a fault
is detected. Overall protection of the system and thus connected peripherals is provided by
individual circuit fuses and solid-state protection circuitry. The controller display also provides
a visual warning if something is wrong. Replacing any of the standard spade style mini-fuses is
very easy, given access to the distribution module itself. Once the system is installed and the
accessories are connected using optional extension leads or third-party USB extension cables,
all of the management functions are then controlled by the rider from the Dispatch 1 control
module. This virtually eliminates the need to access the distribution module. By itself, this
feature adds another dimension to the typical power distribution systems setup. As mentioned
earlier, the Dispatch 1 controller module uses a wireless connection to communicate with the
power distribution module. That wireless connection is based on the ZigBee radio frequency
specification. In the Dispatch 1 system, the ZigBee devices are embedded in the controller and
power distribution modules. The radio devices are based on the IEEE Typical applications for
ZigBee are wireless light and utility controllers, in-home electrical meters and a growing
application field in the consumer electronics equipment market. As designed, radios using the
ZigBee system provide low data transfer rates with secure networking with long battery life. The
technology is intended to be simpler and less expensive than other personal area networks,
such as Bluetooth. There are three types of ZigBee devices: Coordinator one per network ;
Routers application function and intermediate point for relaying data ; and End Devices minimal
functionality and power efficient. With the Dispatch 1 implementation based on a point-to-point
protocol between the controller module and the power distribution module, the ZigBee network
relay functionality is needed. As an end device, the controller module can be shut down to
conserve battery life when not needed for wireless interaction with the distribution module. If
the control unit had the option to run from bike power, it might be useful if it had something like
a rechargeable lithium battery in it, like a GPS has, so you can move it and keep settings intact.
Two should be configurable and re-namable to something else. A headlight modulator function
or some similar might be useful to some. In a fully mature version of the Dispatch, I can imagine
an optional remote heated controller, perhaps with additional controls also, that can be carried
by the pillion and used for the heated gear or whatever else a pillion might control. Hope they
continue to develop it. For reference, my ride is a fully farkled 08 RT- 2 extra sets of lights FF50
and problematic TrailTechs plus accessory brake and front LEDs, radar detector, Scorpio alarm
and assorted other stuff. Using batteries that last months is probably a good compromise we
think because it avoids one more accessory that needs hard-wiring and it can be easily
transported from one bike to another. What this system needs before I would ever consider it
for the distribution module to be natively waterproof without a dorky looking dry bag, and for
the control module to be MUCH smaller. While I may currently have more controllers and wires
going to my battery compartment, they are all very tidily hidden away. On a standard bike, one
would have a very difficult time hiding the less than pretty dry-bagged distribution module, a
waterproof module would look a lot better when its not able to be totally hidden. Hopefully the

manufacturer will come up with a smaller version of the controller. Perhaps a model with
smaller distribution and controller models for riders most riders? Or maybe a very small
controller that is just meant to control ONE heated output grips. On a naked bike, all you have is
under the seat, and not usually enough room for a module of this size. The whole dry bag thing
seems VERY primitive. And dedicated adapting cables, all of which are inexpensive, and readily
available and already installed on my bike. In its current form, one still has to run all of the wires
up from where ever the box is mounted and zip tie them in appropriate locations,. And you still
have to purchase and run USB and iPod etc. So again, except for having 4 heat controllers in
one box, what is going to make me want to purchase this box? Make it fully waterproof, put
standard AMPS spaced mounting threads on the back for bar etc. This would allow one to either
mount it on your bars, or in a tank bag, etc. In my opinion, this would be highly advantageous
over my current system and would be something that I would want to purchase. I agree that
both modules could be smaller and my hunch is that the distribution module will see some
shrinkage, and perhaps a lightweight metal case for strength. But from a design perspective, I
appreciate that the numerous output ports all need to be factored into the physical aspect. But
then this would necessitate an adapter of sorts to bring the output back to the desired interface
standard i. The Dispatch 1 was designed to do away with relays, adapters, conversion modules,
etc. Yes, you still need to run power leads or cables from the distribution module to wherever
for use with fixed and portable devices. But except for the rare exception, you do NOT need
proprietary adapters or special harnesses or anything else. For example, if your device or
devices are powered or charged per the USB 2. My follow-on work will see weatherproof coaxial
and USB power outlets mounted in and on the motorcycles and all connected to the distribution
module, making wiring point to point, simple, effective and totally functional for multiple
applications; more on that later. A smaller module could be done resulting in less discrete
control surface, but this could be offset by having all interaction via a touchscreen â€” similar
to most GPS units. If you are using the system for simple straightforward power or recharging
purposes, interaction is minimal and thus access can be as well. But if you are using the system
for dynamic power and switching, like I do, then having it in full view and the operational screen
at the ready is the solution. As pointed out in the article, I have a lot of electrical equipment,
fixed and portable, personal and under evaluation, in use on the motorcycles. When I can get rid
of at least 50 feet of redundant harness wiring, multiple relays and handlebar switches in just
the first installation, then this is a good thing. The Denali harnesses are well made and meant
for the long haul, but between the massive relay and a handlebar switch for each set, there are a
lot of multiple wire leads, etc. And all of this is typically needed along with a standard fuse block
or other distribution module, like my Centech and Fuze block devices. With the Dispatch 1,
power to both lights on each kit is via a splitter cable available for the Denali kits to a single lead
off the distribution module. Nothing else is needed â€” near instant power switching is
controlled by me via the controller. And if I did want to add the handlebar switches back into the
mix, it is just two simple leads. End result: two power leads from the Dispatch 1 with two small
splitter cables â€” done. Will we see a small integrated single weatherproof module that could
be mounted on the handlebar or somewhere providing simpler access to the available ports,
with a single power input lead? I will agree that this would be a good solution of sorts, albeit
possibly with some limitations, as noted above. But if requirements less ports were changed or
offered as an optional construct, then there is no reason why a smaller integrated module could
not be produced. It could be similar in size, shape and construct of the BikerCom Bluetooth
system with its multiple connections, etc. But it is different, very functional and for those who
have complex and dynamic power requirements, you will be amazed at how well the system
addresses requirements. About the author H. No Comment Leave a reply Cancel reply Your
email address will not be published. Sign Up Today Get all the best motorcycle news, reviews
and deals delivered to your inbox weekly. Dispatch 1 Review Technology has given us some
ingenious solutions, but it can also bring significant problems. Some devices can be connected
to a traditional Volt power distribution system. The end result? More complexity, rather than
less. But we want it simple, right? The Dispatch 1 system controller module for rider input,
mounted on a standard RAM handlebar mount. Parts and accessories from the Dispatch 1
system. The two modules are in the center of the photo. The Dispatch 1 controller operations
screen. The system provides 4 circuits to control heated clothing; 3 USB devices, one RJ11
device and 2 high-output circuits for other devices. All of the devices can be controlled from
here. The heat levels for the heated garments are then controlled by the rider through the
Dispatch 1 controller module, mounted on the handlebars or elsewhere. The back side of the
Dispatch 1 power distribution module. The wiring is connected to the electrical system on the
motorcycle green wire is for the temperature sensor. Inside the Dispatch 1 power distribution
module. This photo shows the circuit board for the computer controller and the blade-type

fuses used for the attached gear, such as heated garments, radios, GPS systems, etc. All rights
reserved. Product specifications, features and details may change or differ from our
descriptions. Always check before purchasing. Read the Terms and Conditions! Comments are
ordered from most recent to oldest. Bluetooth Intercom Reviews. Bluetooth Intercom News and
Reports. Bluetooth Adapters and Intercom Accessory Reviews. Wired Motorcycle Intercom
Reviews. USB and Power Distribution. Motorcycle Clothing Reviews. Motorcycle Helmet
Reviews. Motorcycle Accessory Reviews. Motorcycle Intercom Reviews. About the author.
Model Year Motorcycles. Find A Product Search for:. Reliable and unbiased advice here. Make
Smart Decisions Product Buying Guides In-depth guides to help riders understand what to look
for, how to weigh options and make good buying decisions. This website uses cookies to
ensure you get the best experience on our website. By continuing to use this site you agree to
these cookies. Learn More. Okay, thanks. It provides easy control and monitoring of a cycle's
accessories and components without fuses, extra controls, stacks of rings on the battery
terminals or a mess of wires. Through a smartphone app, you'll gain control of a number of
systems from GPS to music. Set your aux lights to turn on or off whenever you want. Turn on
your heating automatically when the temperature gets to a specific temperature. Or control your
music playlist so you can enjoy favorite riding tunes as you cruise with your friends - and
interrupt them to answer an important phone call. You can do all of these things and more as
you ride or while you're pulled over for a rest stop. The Black Box control system comes in two
models: the basic Element and the enhanced Aurora. Both models of this small, waterproof
wonder simplify your accessories and make them easier to manage and control. The brilliantly
designed app is intuitive and quick to set up, and you'll enjoy more control over your ride than
you've ever experienced. Our founders first tested this system on their own motorcycles, and
they liked it so much that ADV Designs will now happily install it on yours. We have worldwide
shipping and a percent satisfaction guarantee on each Neutrino Black Box for whatever bike
you use it with. Watch this video to find out! Android devices running 4. If you want the most
convenient way to easily control and monitor your accessories with the added benefit of no
fuses or unsightly control dials and buttons, then give the Neutrino Black Box a serious look.
We're confident you will be impressed. The Neutrino Black Box is a next-generation power
distribution and control system for motorcycles. Most riders believe the only option for
installing accessories on their bike is stacking ring terminals up on their battery and then
adorning their cockpit with switches, knobs, dials, etc. Each item has its own switch, wire
harness and fuse - and the list goes on. The end result is a confusing rat's nest of wires that is
very difficult to troubleshoot with and fix. With the Neutrino Black Box, this rat's nest is no
longer necessary and has become a thing of the past. What is Neutrino? Neutrino is one-stop
shopping for electrical distribution and control for your electrical accessories. It consists of a
small, waterproof, ruggedized power distribution module and a smartphone application.
Neutrino is smartphone configurable using Bluetooth 4 LE, offers full control over six circuits
and provides a wide range of electrical and environmental information. Neutrino integrates
perfectly with smartphone applications, allowing it to become your control center for everything
including music, phone, GPS and completely flexible electrical accessory control. What is a
Neutrino Black Box? Find out more by watching this Original Introduction video:. Find out more
by watching this Original Introduction video: Meet the creator of Neutrino and briefly learn some
of the advantages to having the Neutrino Black Box on your motorcycle. Watch this video to see
an in-depth look at the Neutrino, why it was created, step-by-step installation, circuit set-up and
the demonstration of a tripped circuit which we all currently know as a "blown fuse. Made in
USA. All Rights Reserved. Mailing Address. Larger Images here. A compact solid-state fully
electronic module designed to enhance the accessory power distribution system on any
motorcycle, and CAN-BUS compatible for bikes like newer the BMWs. A completely solid state
system, with fault detection and diagnostic LEDs, that operate faster, more efficiently and offer
more reliability than fused counterparts. The PDM60 makess it easy to add accessories such as
auxiliary lighting, communications equipment and electrically heated clothing, without
overloading accessory plugs or creating electrical faults. If a circuit does short, it is easily reset
after the fault has been corrected, eliminating the hassles of locating, pulling and replacing
blown fuses. Simple installation with a single point connection to the battery. The user can also
set time parameters for delayed startup and deactivation. LED lights keep you posted on circuit
condition and operation status. Completely waterproof and sealed to IP67 standards. Share
your comments and experience with Aerostich products. Please login click here to the
Aerostich web site logging-in is required to post a review. All comments and stories are
reviewed before they are posted. If you have comments about product selections, pricing,
ordering, delivery, business policies or other customer service issues, please do not use a
product review. Instead, directly for a resolution. If a specific size and color of Roadcrafter suit

is not in inventory, we will notify you with an estimated delivery date. Production time varies. All
standard Aerostich items may be sent back for a refund, but the item s being returned must be
in new condition. Buying direct from the United States is easy and convenient. Credit cards, fax
machines, direct dial telephone service, and air shipping allow easy transactions between
countries. We do not charge or cover duties, taxes or brokerage fees. FedEx may charge
brokerage fees for some countries. You will be responsible for these charges. JavaScript seem
to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the
functionality of this website. Sign up for News, Updates and Offers. Ph: You have no items to
compare. Account Wishlist Log In. Wishlist Compare Email. Share Your Review Share your
comments and experience with Aerostich products. Review by David Power Distribution Module
is a great product to facilitate installation of additional electronics on your bike. Small size so it
is easy to find a place to mount. Organizes the wires do makes a clean installation. Resets
automatically so no need to carry extra fuses. Used it for three years without any issues. Highly
recommend. I love it Review by Brian Fully programmable no more fuses to change easily
identify a problem circuit and reset it totally isolate your accessories from the bikes electrical
system,this unit has performed flawlessly for the last two years. Helps to prevent clutter.
Review by John I had battery connections for heated gear, a Scottoiler, garage door opener,
and, will soon add add fog lights, so the PDM60 reduces the clutter around the battery a very
restricted area so this makes a big difference. There are more unused circuits in case I find
something else to add. The PDM60 is completely hidden, although by using a mirror I'm able to
see the status lights. I don't know how often I'll check the lights, but if there are no problems, I
may forget it's even there. I installed this in the upper trunk of my GL and ran the wires under
the seat. I've used about 3 of the wires for accessories and still have some left to use. I love the
resetting feature and the lights indicate which accessory I might have a problem with. Should I
want to hook up something in the future the wires are already stubbed out under the seat and all
I need to do is hook up a ground wire to a grounding buss I installed under the seat as well. This
is the cats meow!! You'll like it too. International Orders Currency conversion rates are close
estimates only. All sales are processed in dollars USD and conversions are made by
card-processing banks on the actual transaction date. Depending upon country, most charges
will be between these rates. Duties and Taxes are not included in the shipping price. Worldwide
Orders Buying direct from the United States is easy and convenient. Add to Cart. Actual Price:.
Our price is lower than the manufacturer's "minimum advertised price. You have no obligation
to purchase the product once you know the price. You can simply remove the item from your
cart. All Rights Reserved. RevZilla will match any advertised price on new merchandise
available through another authorized U. Our goal is to provide the best possible shopping
experience to every enthusiast who visits RevZilla. You'll also hear about special offers and
events! How it works:. Sign in or create an accountto earn ZillaCash on your next purchase with
us. Redeem your ZillaCash Rewards on a future order with us! See our customer service page
for more details. Navigation Menu. Wish List. RevZilla offers shipping to your location! Please
reference our International Shipping Policy for details. International Shipping Policy.
Self-Service Returns. Doesn't fit? Don't love it? Return any unused item within 90 days for a full
refund. Start a Return Read our full Return Policy. Lowest Price, Guaranteed. Found it for less?
Submit a Price Match. See what our customers are saying about us: Customer Reviews. Zilla
Cash Rewards Program. How it works: 1. JavaScript Disabled. We have updated our Privacy
Policy. Please click here to review the updates. Results for in Motorcycle Fuse Blocks. Filters
Shop By. Filter 0. Clear All Apply. Clear All. Universal Fit Universal Fit parts can be installed on
various motorcycles and may require modification. Out of Stock. Bike Specific Exact Fit parts
are designed specifically for your bike. If you're looking to simplify the wiring of your bike?
Maybe a power distribution module is for you. These intelligent devices work as the heart of
your motorcycle. Motogadget m-Button for the m. Unit Basic and the new m. Unit Blue
Motorcycle Digital Controllers, another innovation from motogadget. It's a big help - must be
used in combination with the m-Unit - in reducing 'cable clutter' and simplifying wiring
harnesses. The Motogadget Motorcycle Harness Cable Kit for the m-Unit is a ready-made set of
cables to aid in the assembly of a wiring harness. The MotoGadget mo. The mo. Manual for
m-Unit Basic. Axel Joost electronics box version C with 1 or 2 handle bar adapters, the available
electronics boxes on the market all reduce the number of cables laid on the bike. This makes
installation easier. Our products If you're looking to simplify the wiring of your bike? Sort
Products. Sort By Sort Price Asc. Sort Price Desc. Database Order. Items per Page. Page
Search. Motogadget mo. Both blocks supplied complete with pins. Integrated into the handlebar
tube - or any other adequate location - this tiny cylinder will electrically connect all handlebar
instruments, switches and buttons. Using state-of-the-art bus technology, the m-Button digitally
processes signals and transmits them to the m-Unit over a thin cable. The electrical consumers

will then be switched inside the m-Unit. All control wires are moved into the handlebar. This
saves space, weight, labour and time. A 'must have' for custom bikes with clean-look
handlebars. Will not work without the m-Unit. This cable kit consists of top grade copper-strand
cables and will help you doing quick work of creating a new wiring harness. The different cable
diameters and colours are ideally suited for application in connection with the m-Unit. Their
number and length is sufficient for most models. For universal usage. The box is able to control
the main electrical functions of your motorcycle from a central location. The Electronicbox
provides the following functions:. Installation Manual. The following options are possible:. This
Axel Joost version B electronics box was developed in response to customer inquiries, they
wanted a box for a fast simple installation to control the ignition and lighting. The B-Box can be
powered via the normal ignition switch, or an optional RFID antenna can be connected for
keyless access. Alternatively, you can also connect an optional Bluetooth module, which allows
complete control of your bike via your mobile phone. RFID Option. Please Select Blutooth
Option. It controls the main electrical functions with push buttons on your motorcycle from a
central location. The handlebar internal adapter reduces all the handlebar controls to a single
wire interface with the control unit, removing all electrical handlebar clutter. Compatible with
Motoscope Mini with Combi Frame. Compatible with Motoscope Classic or Chronoclassic. The
new mo. It is now equipped with 12 inputs, 10 outputs and replaceable high-quality cable
clamps. It offers the same features like the m. The m. It can be operated using buttons or using
conventional handlebar switches. It controls all necessary components on the vehicle while
also performing fuse functions. When using the m. Compared to the proven previous version
m-unit v. This can talk to the blue m. This functionality is unique in the accessories area for
motorbikes. The universally applicable digital cable harness version C The C stands for
Communication A small control box on the handlebar, available with 1 or 2 handlebar adapters
and a small control box on the rear part of the bike take over the entire control of the bike and
"talk" through a thin serial line. The load cables to the consumers are wired by the closer box.
As a result, various cable meters are saved, the load lines to the consumers are shorter and the
installation time is drastically reduced in a rebuild. Loyalty Points. Popular Parts. Ixil Motorcycle
Silencers. Highsider Innovative Styling. Motogadget Mini Speedometers. Wunderkind Custom
Parts. ShinYo Motorcycle Indicators. Catalogue Downloads. We send free regular newsletters
containing special offers, info and new products. Sign up today:. Sorry, this item out of stock.
However, if you would like us to email you when this comes back into stock, enter your email
address below. The old methods of power distribution have gone the way of the floppy disk. The
PDM60 has been built with components selected for superior power management capability,
and extended service life. The PDM60 unit is fully encapsulated to protect against rain, dust,
humidity, etc. Welcome to the 21st century of motorcycle electronic power distribution. This
compact solid-state fully electronic module is designed to enhance the accessory power
distribution system on any motorcycle, including those with CANbus electrical systems like the
newer BMWs. This makes it easy to add accessories such as auxiliary lighting, communications
equipment and electrically heated clothing, without overloading accessory plugs or creating
electrical faults. One 15 amp circuit is externally switchable with small, low current switches for
lighting, etc. Separate dedicated ground bus wire for applications desiring direct ground to
battery. Includes durable wire connector with flexible lead for easy mounting and connection.
Completely waterproof and sealed to IP67 standards. Physical dimensions? The unit shown has
6 indicator lights for the six circuits, what are those for?? The LEDs indicate the condition of the
circuit. Do you just splice into the wire for each circuit? No terminals? This makes the
installation of the PDM60 a breeze, and allows for custom fitting the unit to your vehicle. We
keep it compact, and keep it easy 4. Do you fuse the power line from the battery? Load it up. Is
there a large ground to the device? No - There is a 16AWG ground lead for the internals. Is there
a warranty on the item?? Yes, there is a 2 year of in-service usage warranty. If a circuit is
shorted and interrupted, when does it reset back to on? At power off and back on? With CAN
bus systems, if you hook the trigger to the low beam headlamp it will not come on until after the
bike is reset and running which is great. But, do all 6 circuits pop on at once for one large load,
or do you start them incrementally? In the standard configuration, all the circuits have a 7
second activation delay programmed in. This allows for all of the available power to be used for
starting the bike before the system goes live. PDM60 units are programmable. On the standard
unit, one of the circuits is externally switchable, which has a ground activated trigger wire. What
if I have an item that draws more than 15Amps?? You just run a parallel circuit. You utilize two
of the circuits i. We are the official UK distributor for German made Wunderlich accessories. Get
your FREE catalogue today or view online. Your basket is empty. Choose your Bike Please
select Get our Newsletter We send free regular newsletters containing special offers, info and
new products. Sign up today: Go. Covid 19 Service Update There are no issues with delivery

anywhere and all of our staff are working normally. Quantity Add to Basket Add to Wishlist.
Sorry, this item is out of stock. Sorry, this item is temporarily unavailable. Related Products In
stock. In stock. Get Our Newsletter We send free regular newsletters containing special offers,
info and new products. Find out more. Web site development by Webselect Ltd. Continue Clear
Basket. Web Support by Qanvas. Bike Sport Developments. Motorcycle solid state relay and
fuse module - Power distribution Download the Datasheet This compact and lightweight module
replaces all of the existing relay and fuse requirements in one neat package. Main battery
connection via 6mm terminal Starter motor output via 6mm terminal Ignition switch input Connect to any 12v supply to turn ON the two ignition relay outputs Starter switch input Connect to ground to activate the starter output Fuel pump - Connect to ground typically via
ECU to activate the pump output via a 5mm terminal Unlike standard start solenoids these
devices feature:. Supplied with a rugged housing and base plate to provide electrical isolation.
Circuit board assembly is fully potted and resin sealed Rubber mounting is not needed.
Download the Datasheet. Web Support by Qanvas Built with Volusion. Equipment Make.
Technical Specs. Thermal cut-out to save overheating of the starter motor Automatic thermo
re-set 30 amp fuse rather than the plug in type on the standard solenoid. No need for
re-circulation diodes in the wiring Sealed for life and no moving parts. No special mounting
needed Supplied with a rugged housing and base plate to provide electrical isolation. Circuit
board assembly is fully potted and resin sealed Rubber mounting is not needed Download the
Datasheet. The future of power management The old methods of power distribution have gone
the way of the floppy disk remember those? No more checking or replacing fuses or installing
relays for powering high amperage electronics. The bright LED indicators keep you inf Read 7
Review. Write A Review. Best Seller Closeout Sale. The bright LED indicators keep you informed
of the status of each circuit. The PDM60 has been built with components selected for superior
power management capability and extended service life. The PDM60 unit is fully encapsulated
to protect against rain dust humidity etc. This makes the installation of the PDM60 a breeze and
allows for custom fitting the unit to your vehicle. A fuse in the power wire is not required and
would yield no additional benefit. The PDM60 has 60 Amps of power handling capability. Load it
up. If 20A is not enough you can also run parallel circuits. You utilize two or three of the circuits
i. Keep in mind that any load will be split equally among the circuits used so each of the circuits
used must be able to its portion of the total load. NET Framework 4 installed. Configuration
changes are a breeze to set up. The dashboard is easy to install and easy to use. NET
Framework 4 installed is required. Part Numbers. Choose a file. Save Review. Save Question.
Save Video. Save Photo. Show everything Show all reviews Show all questions Show all videos
Show all photos Show helpful positive reviews Show helpful negative reviews Show
unanswered questions. Andyks â€” July 13, Works as described. Fits in a tight place. Allowed
me to tidy up the wires and get rid of old fashioned in line fuses. Something wrong with this
post? Thanks for letting us know. If you can point us in the right direction This post was Flag
for removal. Save Comment. Slugo65 â€” July 19, I bought and installed this on my Super
Tenere right before a cross country road trip. This unit works exactly as described and allows
you to program circuits for various loads and means of activation as needed. The reason I
chose this particular unit was the fact that it features a dedicated 20 amp circuit that is perfect
for running my stebel airhorn. The directions are simple and straightforward. The wires are
labeled making connections simple if you follow the directions. In order to program the unit you
will need a pc so be sure that whatever computer you use is windows compatible. I never have
had any issues and the unit works as advertised. Zboatman â€” June 18, It was easy to install
and has worked flawlessly since the install. It was easy to program via the App and the
instruction were clear and simple to follow. I would recommend this product for anyone
installing multiple electronic gadgets on their machine. Cavalier â€” June 19, Bought it for my
Suzuki Vstrom Hooked up my two 12 v plugs and it allowed me to set proper amperage to use
my portable air compressor â€” needed 15 amps. Also connected my heated grips and GPS.
Love it! GunnyL â€” December 14, Great purchase! Installation was pretty straight forward,
programming was a snap and it works flawlessly. I would definitely have made this purchase
again given the opportunity to do it over again. Advmoto1 â€” January 22, Price is upscale and
so are the features. You get what you pay for and I am impressed! I have tested the accessories
that I have wired through the PDM60 power distribution module in extreme weather of
subfreezing temperatures as low as 8 degrees F over the road, far from home, and far away from
civilization and the economy. The PDM60 module did not fail however when it gets that cold
some electrical and electronic accessories fail to work properly, but not the PDM I have a high
current dual tone air horn Denali Soundbomb Sergeant heated seat and a power accessory that
I connect all electronic gadgets toâ€”smartphone, Garmin GPS, and other accessories like an
air compressor. The PDM60 handles it all. The PDM60 power distribution module is an excellent

product that I have personally tested in extreme wet and cold environments. I have ridden
through 4 consecutive days of rain during storms so bad that I had to pull off the road until the
weather cell passed. The PDM60 performed consistently without error and was never a concern
during times of weather extremes. I am super impressed with the PDM60 power distribution
module. Installation instructions are thorough and provide a detailed explanation of how to
install the PDM60 with confidence. The programming software interface via cable connected to
PDM60 and computer rendering the programming dashboard is familiar and easy to follow.
Gilbysan â€” March 19, I thought this was an overkill purchase for my bike, a Concours14 ABS,
but while I was moving all my stuff from my old Connie to the new Connie I wanted to better
organize the power distribution system. The PDM60 makes organizing the circuits, identifying
their power draw, etc. Two features stand out â€” 1 Not having to place fuse holders
everywhere, 2 The programming interface using the supplied USB to PDM Dongle was about as
easy as anything I have ever used of its kind. Finally, after reading the Manual, I found that I
could also double or triple a circuit if I needed to handle a very high draw accessory like maybe
wiring in two Stebel horns or something. The PDM60 makes it easy to get a neat and
professional looking wiring setup. Highly recommended! Remember me Log in. Lost your
password? Your personal data will be used to support your experience throughout this website,
to manage access to your account, and for other purposes described in our privacy policy.
Rowe Electronics. Description Please Note: This product is no longer available for purchase.
Read 7 Review Write A Review. This item is no longer available. Is simple to install and simple
to use. Connects directly to the battery on your bike. Has 6 power circuits to handle all your
farkle needs. Has bright LED indicators to keep you informed of the status of each circuit.
Eliminates the need to check or replace fuses. Eliminates the need to install relays for powering
high amperage electronics. RED you have an existing fault on the circuit and the power has
been interrupted. Quick View. Reviews 7 Share your thoughts! Leave a Review How would you
rate this product? Attach a photo or video Photo Video. Rated 5 out of 5. All around a very well
developed product. I recommend the PDM Already have an account? Log In Don't have an
account? Sign Up. Continue as a Guest. X Close. Free Shipping Policy. Read More. Canadian
customers can now shop directly on TwistedThrottle. Pay all duties, taxes and clearance fees in
our shopping cart and get fast FedEx shipping to your door! The future of power management is
here. Easily add lights, power outlets, or any other electrical accessories with the PDM The
PDM60 is built with components selected for superior power management capability and
extended service life. The unit is fully encapsulated to protect against rain, dust, and humidity.
Whether y
autom church supply
daihatsu cuore 2002
2010 cobalt owners manual
ou ride off the beaten path, or cross-country via interstate, these units are built to last under
the harshest of conditions. The unit connects directly to your motorcycle battery -- efficiently
dispersing and monitoring power to your electrical applications. It provides six separate
circuits, totaling 60 amps, of load-handling capability. Each circuit on the unit has an adjustable
output capacity maximum 15 amp load rating , adjustable timing settings, and the ability to work
with an external switch. PDM60 Troubleshooting Guide. Selecting your region helps us provide
you the correct information for language, orders, and shipping information. Would you like us to
remember your selection for future visits? No Thanks. Email Link Print Friendly Version. Select
Attribute First Close. Copyright AltRider. All Rights Reserved. Back Thanks! Additional Photos.
Product Contents. Installation Instructions. FAQ Sheet. In Stock in stock description. SHIPS :.
PRICE :. PART :. Select Attribute First.

